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First of all it is important to settle hat exactly the role of the GCCF is. The GCCF is an organization
which works under the supervision of the BP. The BP has taken up its responsibility for the major oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico, and it has appointed an organization to take care and supervise the
claims processes that pour in their offices and which come from the victims of the spill. This
organization is the GCCF- or the Gulf Coast Claims Facility. Unfortunately however, what the
greatest majority of the victims were able to experience, were actually denied bp claims.

The GCCF reviewed the files, and there were 3 possibilities:

-	the files were completely denied- this is the case with files that contained incomplete documentation

-	the files were totally ignored- this is the case with files that got denied for no apparent reason.
People sent in complete files containing all the documents, and then they woke up 3 months later
that for this or that reason their file was ignored or blocked

-	individuals and businesses received underpayments. One of the main strategies of the gccf and
implicitly of the bp was to offer a lump sum to the victim. Now several people were accepting this
amount, even if it was accounting to less than 10% of what they are entitled to in reality. They did
accept this amount out of fear of not getting any compensation at all.

And this is how the story of the bp claims is going on up to this dayâ€¦The best thing you can do if you
are in a similar position, and struggling with a denied bp claim, is to contact a trustworthy team of
attorneys to help you. There are several respected organizations out there that focus on getting the
best possible compensation for their clients.

Even in the case of bp claims denied, they can help you send your files for reevaluation. In case the
GCCF denied the claims this time as well, or you are being offered a low compensation amount, the
attorneys can file a lawsuit. Throughout the lawsuit they will represent you (their client) fully in front
of the law. Once you try to obtain compensation from the BP with the help of reliable and expert
attorneys, you have actually given yourself a better chance for obtaining the right compensation.
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All of these reasons are valid for getting your a BP Claims Denied. As the a BP Claims process has
evolved so we will continue to evolve as needed with help of Attorney.
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